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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The central theme of this work is the study of some topological 
concepts for set-valued functions (hereafter referred to as functions) 
which have been well studied for single-valued functions° 
In Chapter 2 the notions of upper and lower semicontinuity are 
discussed for functions and these notions are related to upper and lower 
semi.continuous decompositions and real-valued single-valued, functions. 
An extension theorem, which, generalizes the Tietze Extension Theorem Is 
proved for functions with continuum-valued point images. A condition 
which is necessary and sufficient for a space to be a k-space is given 
in terms of functions defined on the space. This result was known for 
single-valued, functions. 
Chapter 3 is mainly concerned with quasi-compactness of functions 
and decompositions induced by such functions. In the past, both of these 
concepts have apparently been defined only for semi-single-valued func­
tions = An order Is defined for a function, where every semi-single-valued 
function has order one, and many known results for semi.-single-valued 
functions are extended to functions, sometimes under the restriction that 
the function have finite order° Some theorems of E. Duda concerning the 
relationship between reflexive closed mappings (single-valued continuous 
functions), reflexive compact mappings, and upper semicontinuous decom­
positions are extended to functions, with no need for any continuity 
conditions. 
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In Chapter k upper and lower semi continuity, compactness, having 
a closed, graph, and, a seemingly new concept, semi continuity, are studied 
in relationship to one another. Many results of R« V, Filler, for single-
valued functions, and of G. T. Whyburn, for functions, result as corol­
laries to the main theorems. Equivalent conditions are found, for having 
a closed, graph, being semi-closed, compactness, upper sem.icontinu.ity, 
and semicontinuity in terms of the location of cluster points of certain 
filter-bases ° 
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CHAPTER II 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
This chapter contains basic definitions and. comments which are 
used throughout the remainder of this work. Upper semicontinuous and 
lower semicontinuous functions are discussed, and these concepts are 
related to similar ones for decompositions and real-valued single-valued 
functions. 
1. Definitions and General Comments 
If X and Y are topological spaces, a function T from X 
into Y, denoted. T : X ~ * Y, will always mean a relationship which assigns 
to each element in X a non-empty subset of Y. These functions are 
referred to as relations or multifunctions in much of the literature. 
If a function is such that the non-empty intersection of two point 
images implies their equality, it will be called semi-single-valued 
(ssv); the term "non-mingled" Is also in common usage. If point images 
are always one point subsets the function will be called single-valued.« 
(l.l) Definition: If T:X - Y is a function, the function T"1:T(X)-» X 
defined by T 1 (y) = {x in. X: y is in T(x.)} is called the inverse of T. 
If A is any non-empty subset of Y, then T _ 1 (A) = {x in X:T(x)'A is 
non-empty} •> 
For any set X, the power set of X (i°e., the set of all subsets 
of X) will be denoted by P(x). 
(1.2) Definition; If T : X ~* Y is a F U N C T I O N then the function 
T + : P ( Y ) - P ( F ) defined by T + ( B ) = [x in X : T ( x ) is contained in B ] is 
called the lower inverse of T . 
Note that T + ( B ) can be empty and in general, T " * " ( B ) is contained .in 
T ' 1 (B). 
(1.3) Theorem.: If T:X-* Y is any function, V is a subset of Y and. I L 
are subsets of X , then 
(a) T(SU.) = ST(U.), 
(b) T ( N U )cz I I T ( U ) , 
( C ) for V in T ( X ' ) , T T + ( V ) C Z V C Z T T " 1 ( V ) , and. 
( A ) T " 1 ( Y - V ) = X - T + ( V ) . 
Proof: (a): Let y be in T(£lL); then there is a IL and an X ^ in IL s«: that 
y is in T ( x I ) C Z T C U ^ C Z ^ ( i L ) * If y is in ETtiL), there Is a U . and 
an x. so that y is in T(x. ) and x. is in U . . But then, y is in T ( S U . ) « 
1 J i y 1 1 J i ' J 
which proves (a). 
(b): Let y be in T(IIlL ); then there is an x In each X L so that 
y is in T ( x ) C Z T ( U \ ) for all I . Hence y is in N T ( u \ ) and. (b) is proved. 
( C ) : Let y be in T T + ( V ) ; then there is an X in T + ( V ) so that y is 
in T ( X ) and T(.x) C Z V, by the definition of the lower inverse. Thus y 
is in V proving the first assertion. 
Let z be .in V ; then there is an x in T 1 ( V ) so that x Is in T 1 (z). 
Since x is in T " 1 ( Z ) if an only if z is in T(.x), Z is in T T " 1 ( V ) . 
(d): T " 1 ( Y - V ) = {x in X:T(x)- (Y - V ) is non-empty) = X -
{x in X : T ( x ) C Z V] = X - T + ( V ) . 
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Whyburn [ 9,? Section 1, p. 3^3] has proved the following theorem 
for ssv functions -
(l»k) Theorem; A function T is ssv if and only if one of the follow­
ing conditions is satisfied: 
(a) TT" 1! = T on X. 
(b) T ^ T T " 1 = T~a on T(X). 
(c) For each image set B In T ® , TT" 1 (B) = B. 
(d) For each inverse set A in X, T _ 1 T ( A ) = A. 
(e) For any inverse set A in X, T(X - A) = T(x) - T(A)» 
(f) T"1 is ssv. 
A set B in T(X) is an image set for T if there is a set A in 
X so that B = T ( A ) ; an inverse set is an image set for T 1» 
(1.5) Definition: The function T:X -» Y is upper semicontinuous (use) 
at x in X if and only if for every neighborhood V of T(x) there Is a 
neighborhood U of x so that T(u) CZ V . The function T is lower 
semi.continuous (lsc) at xeX if and only if for every open set V" in Y 
so that V°T(x) is non-empty there is a neighborhood U of x so that 
for every x' in U , T(x')°V is non-empty. If T is use and lsc at x, T 
is continuous at x. If I is use (lsc) for every x in X then T is 
use on X (lsc on X)» 
If F* is a family of sets, the collection {T(F):F.ih F*} is denoted 
T(F*)c A filter F* on a topological space X is a non-empty collection 
of non-empty subsets of X satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) for Fi , F 2 in F* there is an F 3 in F* so that F 3 CI Fi° F2, a n c^ 
(2) any set S in X containing an element cf F* is in F*° 
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If F* satisfies condition (l) it is a filterbase on X» If S is any 
non-empty subset cf X, N*(s) denotes the neighborhood, filter cf S; i.e.; 
the filter of those subsets of X containing an open set containing S» 
The symbol [ B*] stands for the filter generated by the filterbase 
B*. If A* and. B* are filterbases, A * is finer than B* if every element 
of contains an element of A*. The following are some definitions and. 
facts about filters and, filterbases on topological spaces (Berge [1]): 
(a) A point :x: in X is a limit point of the filter (fIlterbase) 
F* if F* is finer than N*(x); F* is also said to converge to x, written 
F* -* x» 
(b) A point .x. in X Is a cluster point of the filter (f,Ilterbase) 
F * if It lies In the closure in X of all elements in F*. 
(c) A point Is a cluster point of a fIlterbase F* if and. only if 
every neighborhood, of the point meets every element of F*. 
(d) A point x is a cluster point of a filter (filter-base) F* 
If and only if there is a filter (filterbase) finer than F* which con­
verges to x. 
(e) Let B"*" be a f.ilterbase on a non-empty subset A of X; then 
every cluster point cf B* belongs to the closure of A. Conversely, 
every point of the closure of A is a limit point of a fIlterbase on A. 
(f) If F* is a filterbase of compact sets, then F* has a cluster 
po int. 
The following lemmas will be used, extensively in the sequel. The 
first two were proved, by Whyburn [8, comments (a), (b), p. 1^9^]. In 
every case "T:X ~* Y is a function. 
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(1.6) Lemma: For any filterbase on X, = T ( M * ) is a fi.lterbase on 
Yo 
(1°7) Lemma: If M * is a filterbase on X and N * * is any filterbase finer 
than N * = T ( M * ) , then M * and. l"1 (N * * ) = M * - * have a common finer filterbase 
P * = { M ° M ; : M Is in M * , M ' is in M * * } , 
(lo8) Lemma: Let B* be a filterbase and C a set so that B°C is non­
empty .for every B in B*. Then A* = {B°C:B I S in B*} is a filterbase 
finer than B x 
Proof: Lei A x - Bj_ -C, Ag = Bg ° C be in A*. Since B* is a filterbase there 
is an element B3 in B* so that B3 C I . Bj_ ° Eg . Let A3 = B3°C; then A3 = 
B3 °C CI (BL oB2 )°c CI (X ' C ) 1 (Bg »C) = A x - Ag and thus A x - Ag is non-empty 
and A L S > : contains another element of A* ? proving that A* is a filterbase. 
To see that A* is finer than. B * , let B be in B*; then B°C C Z B and 
B-C is in A*«. 
2. Upper and. Lower Semi continuity 
The following results bring together many of the equivalent 
definitions of use and. lsc functions which exist in the liter attire <> 
(2.1) Theorem: The following statements are equivalent for the func­
tion T::X -» Y: 
( A ) T Is use at x. 
(b) N * ( T ( x ) ) C I [ T ( N * ( X ) ) ] O 
(c) If V is in N * ( T ( x ) ) , T + ( V ) is in N*(x). 
Proof: (a) -* (b): Let N be in N * ( T ( x ) ) ; then there Is an M in N*(x) 
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so that T(M)CI N, which places N in [T(N*(x))]. 
(b) - (c): Let V be in N*(T(X)); then V is in [T(N*(X))] and 
hence there is a U In N*(x) so that T(u) CZ V. Therefore 
U C ^ T(U) CZT+(V), which places T+(v) in N*(x). 
(cj -» (a): Let V be In N*(T(x)) and U = T+(v) be In N*(x); then 
T(U) = TT + (V) CZ V by Theorem (l-3) (c) and T is use at x. 
(2.2) Theorem; The following statements are equivalent for the func­
tion T:X - 1: 
(a) T is lsc at x. 
(b) For every y in T(x), T _ 1 (N* (y)) CZ N* (x) . 
(C) For every open set V so that V'T(x) Is non-empty, T A(v) 
Is in N*(x)• 
Proof: (a) -* (b): Let y be In T(x), N in N*(y); then there is an M 
In N*(x) s*„, that for each p In M, T(p)°N is non-empty, or equivalently, 
p is in T'"1 (N). Hence M CZ. T"1 (N) and T _ 1 (N) is thus a member of N*(x)-
(b) -* (c): Let V be an open set so that V°T(x) is non-empty and, 
let y be in V-T(x); then V is in N*(y) and by (b), T"1 (v) Is in N*(x)-. 
(c) ~* (a): Let V be an open set so that V*T(x) is non-empty; 
then T x (V) i.s in F*(x) and the image of every point in T 1 (v) intersects 
V nonvacuously. Thus T is lsc at x. 
(2.3) Theorem: The following statements are equivalent for the func­
tion T:X -* Y: 
(a) T is use on X 
(b) The inverse cf every set which is closed in T(x) is closed. 
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(c) The lower inverse of every set which is open in T(X) Is cpen. 
Proof: (a) ~* (b): Let C be closed in T(x) and x be in X - T-1 (C); then 
T(x)"C is empty and. T(X.) - C is in N*(t(X.))«. Prom Theorem (2.1) (b), 
T(X) - C Is In [T('N*u))l and hence there is an N in N*-(x) so that 
T(N) CZ T(Xj - Co Therefore T(n)°C is empty and N CZ X - T'"1 (C), which 
shows that X - T (C) Is open and. thus T 1 (c) is closed. 
(b) ~» (c): Let U be open in T(x); then T(x) - U is closed in 
T(X)» From Theorem (1.3) (d), T'"1 (T(X) - U) = X - T+(u)<> From part (b), 
X - T +(U) is closed and so T+(u) is open. 
(c) - (a); Let x be in X and V in N*(T(x)); then there is an 
open set U sc that T(x) CI u CZ V. From (c) T +(Uj is open? and non­
empty since x is in T^(U). Thus T+(u) Is in N*(x) and, TT+(u) CZ U, 
and. T is use a/ x. 
(2OH) Theorems The following statements are equivalent for the func­
tion T:X ~» Y: 
fa) T .is lsc on X. 
(b) The inverse of every set which is open in T(x) is open^ 
(c) The lower inverse of every set which is closed in T(x) IS 
closed. 
Proof: (a) - (b): Let U CZ T(x) be. open In T © and x m T_1(u); then 
Tlx)" J is non-empty and. from (a) there is a neighborhood V of x: so 
that for each x' in V, T(x')'U is non-empty; that is, V CZ, T 1 (u) and 
hence T 1 (u) is open. 
(b) -* (c): Let C CZ T(x) be closed; then T(x) - C is open. and. 
since T~;1 (T(X) - C) = X - T+(C), X - T+(c) is open and T+(c) is closed. 
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(c) (a): Let x be in X , V open in T ( X ) , and V » T ( x ) non-empty; 
then T(X) - V Is closed in T ( X ) , T + ( T ( X ) - V) is closed in X and. U = 
X - T + ( T ( X ) - V) is open in L For x' in U, T(x') is not contained 
entirely In T ( X ) - V and so T(x')°V is non-empty. Therefore, U is the 
required neighborhood, cf x in the definition of a lsc function. 
A real-valued, single-valued, function f:X~* R is real upper semi-
continuous (ruse) [real lower semi continuous (rise)] at a point b in X 
if for each k. > f (b) [each, h < f (b)] there is a neighborhood V of b 
so that k > f (x) [h < f(.x)] for each x in V» The next, two theorems 
relate the concepts of use, lsc, ruse, and rise functions in the real-
valued, case. 
If T:X -* R is a real-valued function with bounded point images-, 
define • T I E single-valued, functions U:X -* R and L:X - R as follows: 
UU.) = sup T(x) and L(x) = inf T ( x ) . 
(2.5) Theorem: Let T:X -» R have bounded point images- Then 
(a) if T is use, U is ruse and L is rise; 
(b) If T is lsc, U is rise and L is ruse. 
Proof ; (a) Let x be in X, h > U(.x), k < L(x) and a and. b be such 
that; h > b > U(x) and. k. < a < L(x); then (a,b) is a neighborhood of T(x) 
and since T is use there is a V in N*(x) so that T ( V ) CT (a,b). Then 
for each x' in V, U(x y) < b < h and L(x') > a > k. which means that U is 
ruse and, L is rise at x. 
(b) Let x be In X, k > L(x), h < U(.x) and a and b such that 
k > a > L('x), h < b < U(x). Then (b,°°) and. (- °°,a) are neighborhoods of 
U(,x) and L(x). Since T is lsc there is a V in N*(x) so that x/ in V 
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implies that T(x/)°(bi?«) is non-empty and. l(x/)°(- °°, a) is non-empty, 
that is, for each x/ in V? U(x 7) > h and L(x 7) < k. Therefore U is rise 
and L i.s ruse at x. 
( 2 . 6 ) Corollary: If T is continuous, U and L are continuous. 
(2.7) Theorem: Le+ T:X-> R have continuum-valued, point images. Then 
fa) If U is ruse and L is rise, T is use; 
(b) if L is ruse and U is rise, T is lsc. 
Proof: (a) Let x be in X, T(x) = [a,b], and N be in N*([a,b]); then 
N contains an interval (c,d.) where c < a < b < d. Since U i.s ruse there 
is an Mj In N*(x) so that x 7 in M]. implies that U(x/) < d$ since L is 
rise there is an Mg In N*-(x) so that x' In Mg Implies that LCX.'') > Co 
Then M - M x -Mg is in N*(x) so that for x/ in M, C < L(x') < U(x') < d; 
that is, T(x) CZ (c_5,d) CZ N and. so T is use at x. 
(b) Let x be in X , T(x) = [a,b], and V be an. open set so that 
T(x;)»V Is not empty. If a is not equal to b choose a point- p in 
T(x)*V so that p is not a and p Is not b and choose h and k 
so that a < h < p < k < bo Since U is rise there Is an ML in N*(x) so 
that for x 7 In M x, U(x/) > k. Since L is ruse there is an Mg in N*(x) so 
that for x ' in Mg, L(x") < h. Then M = M x -Mg is in N*(x) so that for y in 
M,U(y) > k > h > L(y); hence p is in T(y)-V, which is not empty, and T Is 
lsc at x. 
If a - b there is an interval I = (h,k) Cl V so that T(x) is in 
I. Choose M as above. Here T(x) is in T(y)°V for each y in M and 
so T is lsc at x. 
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(2.8) Corollary: The function T Is continuous If U and L are con-
tInuous. 
An interesting extension theorem is a consequence of the last two 
theorems. It makes use of, and Is a generalization of, the Tietze Ex> 
t en. s i on The c r em. . 
(2.9) Theorem: let X be normal, R the real, number line and A a closed 
subset of Xo lor any continuous, continuum-valued function T:A -* R 
there is a function S:X~* R which is continuous and continuum.-valued and, 
so that s|A •= T. 
Proof: Since T is continuous and continuum-valued, the functions U 
and. L are continuous, by Theorem (2.5)» The Tietze Extension, Theorem 
assures the existence of functions U 7:X -» R and l/ :X -* R so that U' and 
L 7 are continuous and u'JA - U, L;|A - L. 
Let m(x.) - max {u'(x), L' (x)] and K.x) = min [u'(x), L'(x)} for 
all x In X. Then m and 1 are continuous and, m(/x) > l(x) for all 
x in X. Define S(x) = [l(x), m(x)]; then S Is continuous from Theorem. 
( 2 . 7 ) and. S|A = T. 
3° Decompositions I 
A decomposition D* of a set X is a collection cf non-empty subsets 
cf X whose 'union is X and so that the pai.rwi.se intersection of distinct 
members of D~* is empty. A decomposition, of a topological space is use 
(lsc) if for any closed (open) subset A of X the union of all. of the 
members of D*" intersecting A is closed (open). 
Every ssv sur.jection T:X -* Y defines decompositions of X and Y 
in the following way: 
1 3 
D-*(X) = {l"a(y):y in Y], D*(j_) = [T(x):x in X]. 
For instance, to see that D*(Y) Is a decomposition recall the definition • 
cf a ssv function: If T ( X ) ' T ( X ' ) is non-empty then T(x) = T ( x 7 ) . Since 
T is ssv .if and only if T 1 is ssv, D*(.X) Is a decomposition for the 
same reasons as D*"(Y). 
The next theorem relates the ideas of upper and lower semicontinuity 
for functions and. decompositions- A ssv function is quasi.-compact if 
the image of every closed (open) Inverse set Is closed (open) in the 
range. A surjection Is doubly quasi-compact If both it and its inverse 
are quas1-compact» 
(3°1) Theorem: Let T:X -* Y be a ssv doubly quasi-compact surjection. 
Then T is use (lsc) if and, only if D * ( Y) is use (lsc). 
Proof: Suppose T Is use and let C be a closed, subset of Y; then 
T"1 (C) is closed since T Is use and. TT"1 (C) is closed, since T is quasi-
compact. But TT _ 1 ( C ) •= E { T ( X ) : X In T ™ 1 (C)} = £{T(X) : T ( X ) ° C Is not empty], 
which Is the union of the set of all elements of D*(Y) Intersecting C» 
Therefore D*(Y) is use 
Conversely, suppose D*(Y_) is use and let C be a closed subset of 
Y. Then TT 1 (c) is clcsed since D * © is use and, T" 1!!" 1 = T~a since T 
is ssv, so that T'"ITT"i(c) = T" 1 (C). Since T _ 1 is quasi-compact, 
T"1 (TT"L (C)) I S closed, and thus T _ 1 (C) is closed. Hence T is use. 
To prove the assertion for the lsc case, replace use with lsc and 
closed with open In the above. 
(3°2) Remark; Whyburn has proven similar results in his paper on re­
tracting multIfunctions [ 9 ] j to be discussed later on. 
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h . k-Spaces 
A topclogical space X is a k-space when a subset of X is closed, if 
its intersection with every closed compact set K is closed, in K. If 
X is Hausdorff and either locally compact or first countable, then, X is 
a k-space [ h , p. 5 0 2 ] . 
Let T:X -* Y be a function from a topological space X to a topol­
ogical space Y, The following are two properties which T may or may 
not satisfy: 
Pj, (T): T"1 (y) is closed In X for each y in Y; 
Pg_(T): for any filter base {F^ of compact sets of X, T0IF/) = I l T ^ ) . 
Lin and Soniat [6] have characterized, Hausdorff k-spaces by show­
ing that X is a Hausdorff k-space if and only if V ± (T) and P 2(T) are 
equivalent for s,ingle-valued functions. The next two theorems are ex­
tensions of their results to include all functions- The proofs are very 
much the same as their proofs. 
( k o l ) Theorem: If X is a Hausdorff space, V z (T) implies P 2 ( T ) . 
Proof: It follows from. Theorem ( 1 . 3 ) (b) that T(IlB*) (Z IlT(B*), where 
B* is a fi.lterbase of compact sets and nB* = I1[B:B I S in B*] . 
Wow let y be in I 1 T ( B * ) ; then yeT(B) and T~a(y)°B is not empty 
for each B in B*. Let A* = {B-T"1 ( y ) :B is in B*}; A* is a flit erbase 
by Lemma ( 1 . 8 ) and each A in A* is compact since each B in B* is 
compact and T 1(y) is closed. Thus A * has a cluster point x in A for 
each A in A * since each A is closed. Therefore x is in T 1(y)°B 
for every B in B* and so x is in B for every B in B*. Then x: 
is in IIB* and T(x) CZ TfllB*). This, and. the reverse inclusion above, 
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show that P 2(T) holds. 
(h«2) Theorem.: Let X he Hausdorff. X is a k-space if and only if 
P (T) is equivalent t? P2(T^ f-r all. T on X tc Hausdorff 7 „ 
Proof: Cohen [2] has shown that X is a Hausdorff k-space if and only 
if it is the quotient space of a locally compact Hausdorff space, say 
Z» Let p:Z -* X denote the natural projection. Suppose P x(T) is false, 
i.e., there exists an. element y in Y so that T 1(y) Is not closed In 
Xo Then p 1 (T 1 (y)) is not closed, in Z and so there is an element z 
in the closure of p 1 T 1 (y) so that y is not in T(p(z)).- Since Z is a 
locally compact Hausdorff space there is a filterbase E* of compact 
neighborhoods of z so that IlE* = {z}. Let F* = p(E*); then F* is a 
filterbase. of compact subsets of X so that FlF* = Ilp(E^) = p(IlE^) from 
Theorem (U.l) for p» Thus IlF* = {p(z)]. Hence T(IlF*) = T(p(z)); but 
IIT(F*) contains y and. so T(IIF*) does not equal IlT(F*); i.e., P 2 (T) i.s 
false* By Theorem (k.l), Px (T) and P 2 (T) are equivalent. 
If X Is not a k-space, Lin and Soniat have exhibited a function 
T (single-valued) for which P1(T) is not true and P 2(T) is true. This 
completes the proof cf the theorem. 
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CHAPTER III 
DECOMPOSITIONS AND QUASI-COMPACTNESS 
In the past the idea of a decomposition generated on a topological 
space has apparently only been studied for ssv functions. Whyburn [9] 
has analyzed the ssv surjection T:X -* Y in terms of the decomposition 
spaces D*(X) and. D* ( Y) and the natural mappings (continuous single-
valued f-unction) P:X - D*(x) and Q:Y -• D * ( Y) defined by P(x.) = T^Tlx) 
and Q(y.) = TT X(y)<> The functions P and Q are quasi-compact and. if 
T and. T 1 are quasi™compact the spaces D*(x) and D*(Y_) are topologically 
equivalent. 
The objectives of this chapter are to extend Whyburn. 's analysis 
to include all. functions, define qu.asi-compactn.ess for all functions so 
as to be consistent with the definition for ssv functions and Whyburn's 
analysis, and extend, some results which have apparently only been known 
for ssv or single-valued functions. 
5« Decompositions II 
(5.1) Definition: Let T:X -» Y be a function. Define DT:P(.X) - P © 
for subsets A of X by DT(A) = T(A)°T(X - A) , and D * ' to be that col­
lection of non-empty subsets of X for which DT(A) is empty. Define D* 
to be the collection of all minimal members of D*' with the partial 
ordering defined by set inclusion. 
The elements of D*' are the non-empty subsets A of X having 
the property that If T 1 (y)°A is non-empty then T 1 (y) is contained In A. 
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(5»2) Theorem: Let I be an indexing set and A, A^ in D*7 for all i in 
I, Then for any function T:X -» Y, 
(a) X - A is in D*7 if A Is not X, 
(b) T^'TCa) = A, 
(c) T(X - A) = T(X) - T(a), 
(d) IA is in D*7 if is not empty, 
(e) SA. is in D*7, and 
1 7 
(f) A - A± is in D*7 if A - A i is not empty. 
Proof: (a) Since A is in D* 7, DT(X - A) = T(a)"T(X - A) = DT(a), which 
is empty, so X - A is in D * 7 . 
(b) Let x be in T
 1T(a); then T(x)oT(a) is not empty and, since 
T(a)°T(X - A) is empty, x is not in X - A; i.e., x is in A. Therefore 
T
 1 (a)CZ A; but the reverse inclusion is always true so that T J'T(A) ~ 
A. 
(c) Since A is in P/*7, T(X - A) = [y in Y:T_1(y)°(X - A) is 
not empty) = T®-{y in YiT"1 (y) CZ A] = T(X)-T(A). 
(d) Suppose IlA = B is not in D* 7; then for some x in X - B, 
T(x)*T(b) is not empty. Also-, x is in X - A. for some j and so T(x) 8 
J 
T(B)ci T(X •• A, )"T(A.) = DT(A,) since T(B) CZ T(A.) for any j. This 
contradicts the fact that A. is in D* 7. 
J 
(e) Let C = SAi and y be in T(c); then y is in T(\) for 
some k and hence y is not in T(X - A^ .) since DT(A^) is empty. There­
fore y is not in T(X - C), since T(X - C) CZ T(I " \)> a n d DT(c) is 
empty. (f) Since both A and A. are in D*7, so is A°(X - A.) = A - A. ' i ' ' — i i from part (d.) and part (a). 
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(5°3) Theorem; D* is a decomposition of L 
Proof; For A X , A G in D*, if B - A ^ A G is non-empty B is in D * f and con­
tained in A \ and A G O Since A X and A G are minimal, A% = B = 1 ^ . To show that 
2 D * = X, let x be in X and A 7 be the intersection of all members of D*7 
which contain x. From Theorem (5*2) (d), A " is in D*'; let A be any 
other member of D*'. If x is in A , A ' C L A ; if x is not rn A ? x 
is in X - A and. A 7 CI X - A so that A ° A ' is empty. Therefore A 1 i.s 
minimal, and. in D*. 
(5»U) Remark; If T Is ssv the elements of D* are just point inverses; 
these are the elements of the natural decomposition for such functions so 
that D* i.s a generalization of D*(x). 
(5°5) Definition: D* will be called the natural decomposition of X in­
duced, by T O Let D* have the quotient topology and let P be the pro­
jection of X onto D*. 
It is well known [ 9 , P» 3^ -5] that the decomposition D* is upper 
(lower) semi.continuous if and only if the mapping P is closed (open), 
For the ssv case an equivalent condition for the decomposition t«, be use 
Is that T be reflexive closed; that is T XT(C) is closed, for all closed 
sets C in X [ 3? P° 690]. This is not true for arbitrary functions, a.s 
Is shown, in the following example. 
(5°6) Example: Let {x,^ } be any sequence, of distinct real numbers con­
verging to p and let X = Y = p + Ex^. Define T:X~» Y by T(x^) = 
{x.^ , x^ + ] } for all i = 1,2, O . . and T(p) = p. Let C in X be closed; 
C Is finite, or infinite containing p. T 1T(p) is then finite, or infinite 
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contalng p so that 3~~±s reflexive closed*. However, D* = {2:x:^ , p} and, for 
any i, P LP(x„) = X - p which is not closed so that D* is not use. 
It will be shown that there is an analogous condition which re­
duces to that of being reflexive closed in the ssv case. Some preliminary 
ideas must be considered before stating the condition. 
The function T 1 defines sets corresponding to D*7 and D*, say 
E* 7 and E*. It turns out, as one would expect by considering the ssv 
case, that E* 7 = T(D*') and E* = T(D*). 
(5.7) Theorem: If T : X - ^ Y Is a surjection, E* 7 = T ( D * 7 ) and. E* = T(D*)„ 
Proof: Since ED* covers X and T is a surjection, E T ( D * ) covers L Now 
DT"1 (T(A)) = T^T'lA^T™1 (Y - T ( A ) ) = A' ( X - T " 1 T ( A ) ) = A' (X - A) which 
is empty for A In D* 7, where the necessary algebra comes from Theorem 
(5-2); thus T(A) is in E*'. Now let DT™ 1 (B) be empty and A = l" x(B), 
then T ( A ) ° T ( X - A) = TT"'1 ( B ) - T ( X - T"1 (B)) = B° (Y - B) which is empty so 
A is in D* 7. Also T(A) = TT"1 (B) = B so that T(D* 7) = E* 7. 
Now let B = T(A) for A in D*; it will be shown that B is minimal. 
Let B 7 be in E* 7; then B7 = T(A 7) for some A 7 in D*7. If B-B 7 is non­
empty, T(A)°T(A7) is non-empty* Let y be in T ( A ) ' T ( A 7 ) j then T~a (yj d A 
and T
 1(y)CZ A 7 so that A°A 7 is non-empty. Therefore, since A is in D*, 
A CZ A 7 and B = T(A) CZ T(A 7) = B 7 . 
To see that any element B in E* is the image of something in D*, 
let A = T~ : I ' (B); then T(A) = TT"1 (B) = B from Theorem (5-2.) (b) as applied 
to T 1 . Since B is in E* 7, A is in D*7 from the previous part. Let A 7 
be in D*7 and A e A 7 be non-empty; then T^V^A7) is non-empty and by the 
minimality of T(A), T(A) CZ T(A 7), and A = T~ 1 T ( A ) CZ T ~ X T ( A 7 ) = A 7. 
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Therefore A is in D* and the theorem is proved. 
(5«8) Definition: Let T : X -* Y be a function. For any x in X the 
order of x, 0(x), is the smallest positive integer n so that ( T T 1 ) N " T ( x ) 
is in E*. If there is no such integer then 0(x) = ». 
The order of T , 0(T), is the smallest positive integer n so that 
0(x)< n for all x in X. If there is no such integer then 0(T) = » . 
(5.9) Theorem: Let T : X -» Y be a surjection; then for B = ( T T - 1 ) N ~ 1 T ( p ) , 
B = T T - 1 ( B ) if and only if 0(p) < n. 
Proof: If 0(p) < n, B is in E* and T T ~ X ( B ) = B from Theorem (5.2) (b). 
To prove the converse It will first be shown that if B = T T 1 ( B ) then B 
is a member of E*' and then that it is a member of E*. 
It is necessary first to show that for any two subsets of Y, A 
and C , T ™ 1 ( A ) ' T " 1 ( C ) is empty if and only if A - T T - 1 (c) is empty. To see 
this, T " 1 (A)"! - 1 ( C ) is empty if and only if for each x in A, T - 1 ( X ) 0 T~a(c) 
is empty, which is true if and only if for each y in A, y Is not in 
T T _ 1 ( C ) ; i.e., A-TT_:L(c) is empty. 
Now B ° (Y - B ) = T T - 1 ( B ) - (Y - B ) is empty which implies that 
T _ 1 ( B ) 0 ! " " 1 (Y - B ) is empty from above with B = C and A = Y - B . Thus 
DT _ 1 ( B ) Is empty and B is in E* 7. 
Since p is in A for some A in D*, B = ( T T " 1 ) N " X T(p) CZ ( T T * ' 1 ) N ' 
T ( A ) = T(A) = G which, is in E* from Theorem (5.7)• By the minimality of G , 
B = G and so B is in E*. 
An immediate consequence of the definition is 
(5.10) Theorem: The function T:X -* Y is ssv if and only If 0(T) = 1. 
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Proof: If T is ssv, T(x) is in E* for all x in X and hence 0(T) = 1. 
Conversely, if 0(T) = 1, T(X) is in E* for all x in X and, since E* is 
a decomposition, T(x)ET(y) non-empty implies that T(x) = T(y); i.en_, T 
is ssv. 
It Is now possible to give the condition which will ensure that 
the decomposition D* is use* 
( 5 . 1 1 ) Theorem: Let T:X -* Y be a function and. 0(T) = n. Then the de­
composition D* is use if and. only If S n is closed, where S = T 1 T . 
Proof: For any x. in X, (TT 1 ) n 1T(x) is in E* since 0(T) = n and thus, 
by Theorem ( 5 - 7 ) , S n(x) = T _ 1(TT - 1) n" XT(x) is in D*. Also, for any A 
in and subset C cf X so that A°C is non-empty, for x in A°C, 
A = S n(x) CZ S n(A-C) CZ S n(A) = A; that is A = S n(A°C) = Sn(A)o Therefore 
S n(C) = S n[2{A°C:A in D* and A-C non-empty]] 
= l{sn(A^C):A in D* and A°C non-empty] 
= E{Sn(A):A in D* and A-C non-empty] 
= S{A:A in D* and A°C non-empty] 
= P
 1P(c), where P is the projection mappingo 
Thus, if D* is use, P 1P(c) is closed for C closed and hence S n 
is closed. If S n is closed then P 1P(C) is closed for C closed and D* 
is use. 
(5-12) Corollary: Let T:X -* Y be a function and 0(T) = n. Then if T 
is reflexive closed the decomposition D* is use. 
Proof: If T is reflexive closed, (T 1 T ) is closed and hence S n is closed 
Note that in Example (5°6) 0(T) = 0 0 since for any x^ and any n, 
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(TT~X) T(x i) is not equal to X - p. 
6. Quasi-compact Functions 
Quasi-compact functions play an important role in the theory of 
decompositions. For ssv functions, requiring that the image of a closed 
inverse set he closed is equivalent to requiring that the image of an 
open inverse set he open; this is not true, in general, for functions 
which are not ssv, as is shown by the next example. 
(6.1) Example: Let X = Y = [0,1] with the usual topology; let T:X - Y 
be defined by T(x) = Y - [0.50] if x is not 0.50 and T(0-50) = 
(0.25, 0.75)- For C = [0.50} in Y , T T " 1 ^ ) = (0.25, 0.75) which is not 
closed while T 1 (c) = {0.50} is closed. The only open Inverse sets are 
X and X - {0.50} and T(x) = Y, T(X - {0.50}) = Y - [O.50}, both open sets. 
Therefore, for arbitrary functions, the image of open inverse 
sets being open does not force the image of closed inverse sets to be 
closed. This problem can be alleviated by restricting those inverse sets 
to be considered in the definition of quasi-compactness. This is done In 
the following definition in such a way as to reduce to the previous defini­
tion in the case of ssv functions. 
(6.2) Definition: The function T:X-» Y is quasi-compact if and only If 
T(A) is closed in T(x) for each closed A in D*7. 
(6.3) Theorem: The function T:X~* Y Is quasi-compact if and only if 
T(A) is open in T(X) for each open A in D*'» 
Proof: Suppose T is quasi-compact and A (not X) In D*7 is open; then 
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X - A is in D*' by Theorem (5-2) (a) and X - A is closed. Thus T(X - A) = 
T(X) - T(A) from Theorem. (5-2) (c). Since T(X - A) is closed in T © , 
T(A) is open in T(x). 
To prove the converse, replace open with closed and, closed with 
open in the above. 
(6.U) Definition: Let T:X -* Y be a function, x in X, and A(x) the 
element in D* containing x. The function t:X~* Y is defined by t(x) = 
T(A(x)). 
Note that T(X) = t (X) and for ssv functions T(.x) = t(x). 
(6.5) Tlieorem: For any subset D 7 of X, D 7 is a member of D* 7 if and only 
if it is the union of the members of some subset of D*. In particular, 
if D 7 is in D*7, D 7 = S{D in D*:D-D7 is non-empty}. 
Proof: Suppose D 7 is in D* 7; then for every x in D 7, x is in D(x) 
for some D in D* since D* is a decomposition, and D(x) is contained in 
D 7 since D(x) is minimal. Therefore D 7 is contained in S{D:D°D7 is non­
empty}. The reverse inclusion is always true by the minimality condition. 
If D 7 is the union of the members of some subset of D*, D 7 is in 
D*7 by Theorem (5»2) (e). 
(6.6) Theorem: Let T:X -* Y be a function. Then 
(a) t is ssv, and 
(b) T is quasi-compact if and only if t is quasi-compact. 
Proof: (a) Let x, x 7 be in X; then t(x) and t(x 7) are in E*. Since E* 
is a decomposition either t(x) = t(x 7) or t(x)*t(x') is empty; that is, 
t is ssv. 
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(b) Since t is ssv, the natural decomposition of X imposed by 
t is {t Lt(x):xeX) = d*. It will be shown that d* coincides with D* and 
hence, from Theorem (6°5), d*7 will equal D*'. It will then be shown 
that t(A) equals T ( A) for any A in D*' and thus for any closed A in D*', 
proving part (b). 
Note that, for p, q in X, if T(A(p)) = T(A(q)) then 
A(p) = T ~ 1 T ( A ( P)) = T _ 1 T (A(q)) = A(q). Then t _ 1t(p) = [q in X:t(p)*t(q) 
is non-empty) = {q in X:t(p) = t(q)) = {q in X: T(A(p)) = T(A(q))) = 
{q in X:A(p) = A(q)) = A(p), so that d* = D*. 
Since t(A) = T (A) for every element A of D*, and every member of 
D*' is the -union of a subset of the elements of D*, t(A 7) = T (A') for any 
A 7 in D*'. This proves (b). 
For any two topological spaces, X and Y, let R*(X, Y) be the 
collection of all functions on X to Y, and S*(X, Y), which is a subset of 
R*(X> Y) be the set of all ssv functions on X to Y; then R:R* -» S* defined 
by R(T) = t is a surjection. The single-valued function R thus defines 
an equivalence relation on the set of all functions given by T x ~ T 2 if 
and only if R ( T X ) = R ( T 2 ) . From the last theorem, either all members of 
any equivalence class are quasi-compact or they are all not quasi-compact, 
depending upon their representative in S*. The function R is itself quasi-
compact since it is a retraction [9, Theorem (4.5), p° 3^ -6]. 
Now let P:X-» D* and Q:Y -» E* be the natural mappings for the de­
compositions of X and Y defined by the surjection T. Define h:D* E* 
by h(D) = QtP" x(D), g:X- E* by g(x) = hP(x), and s:Y- D* by s(y) = h" aQ(y); 
then P, Q, h, g, and s are single valued surjections, as pointed out by 
Whyburn [9]° The following theorem is a direct analogue of Theorem (6.1) 
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in [ 9]5 here the requirement that T be ssv is not needed- The proof is 
exactly the same since T is quasi-compact if and only if t is quasi-
compact o 
The following commutative diagram is useful for understanding the 
functions h, g, and s and the theorem following: 
(6<>7) Theorem: Let T:X -* Y be a surjection; then 
(a) h is one-to-one and quasi-compact when T is quasi-compact; 
—x — 1 
also h ' Is quasi-compact when T is quasi-compact; 
(b) h Is a homeomorphism when both T and T 1 are quasi-compact. 
Conversely, if h is a homeomorphism both T and T 1 are quasi-compact; 
(c) the function g is quasi-compact when T is quasi-compact 
and continuous when T 1 is quasi-compact; 
(d) the function s is quasi-compact when T 1 is quasi-compact 
and continuous when T is quasi-compact. 
The following theorem of Whyburn [ 9> Theorem 6.2, p. 3^+8] analyzes 
the ssv representative t of the function T. 
(6.8) Theorem: For any ssv doubly quasi-compact surjection t:X~» Y 
there exists a topological space Z and a pair of continuous single-valued 
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quasi-compact surjections P:X -* Z, QrY -* Z satisfying t = Q 1 P , 
t 1 = P 1Q» Thus t is closed (open) if and only if P is closed 
(open); equivalently, t is use (lsc) if and only if Q is closed, (open). 
Conversely, any pair of quasi-compact single-valued continuous 
surjections P:X -+ Z, Q:Y -* Z defines a ssv doubly quasi-compact function 
under the definition t(x) = Q 1P(x), x in X, which in turn generates a 
pair P 7 and Q 7 equivalent to P and Q. 
Theorems (6.9), (6.10), (6011), and (6.I3) are generalizations 
of Theorems (hoi), (4.2), (h.h), and (4-5) in [9]. In every case, 
Whyburn's results require that the function be ssv. 
(6.9) Theorem: Every open or closed function is quasi-compact. 
Proof: If the image of every open (or closed.) set is open (closed), the 
same holds true for those in D*'. 
(6.10) Theorem: Every use compact-valued function T:X_-» Y is quasi-
compact, for X compact and Y Hausdorff. 
Proof: Let C be a closed subset of X; then C is compact and T(c) is' 
compact since compactness is invariant under use compact-valued functions 
[ 8 , Corollary Ag, p. 1^97]• Since Y is Hausdorff, T(c) is closed and 
hence T is closed and so quasi-compact. 
For any surjection T:X-» Y , a set S in X is a cross-section 
for T if and only if T(s) = Y. 
(6.11) Theorem: Let the surjection T:X-» Y be quasi-compact on some 
cross-section S for T; then T is quasi-compact. 
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Proof: Let A be in D* 7; then A * S = S « T _ 1 ( B ) = ( T | S ) - 1 ( B) for some B 
in E* 7. If A is a closed set, A°S is closed in S . Also A"S is in 
(D |S)* 7, where (D|S)*7 = {C in S : D ( T | S ) ( C ) is empty}. To see this, 
(T | S)(A ° S ) ° ( T | S ) ( S - A°S) CT(A)"T(X - A) = DT(A), which is empty. Thus, 
since (T|S) is quasi compact, T(A°S) is closed in Y. However, T(A°S) = 
T(A); for let y be in T(A). Then T _ 1 (y)"A is empty and so T"1 (y) CZ A 
since A is in D* 7; but S*T 1 (y) is non-empty since S is a cross-
section and so there is an x in S eT 1 (y)CZ S«A, which means that 
T 1(y)°(S°A) is not empty and y is in T(S°A)° The reverse inclusion 
Is always true; i.e., T(S°A) CZ1 T(A). Therefore T(A) is closed In Y and 
T is quasi-compact. 
A surjection T:X ~* Y CZ X is retracting if y is in T(y) for each 
y in Y. 
(6 .12) Theorem: Let T:X-» Y = X be a retracting surjection; then 
(a) T 1 is retracting, 
(b) D * = E* and D*7 = E* 7, 
(c) T(A) = T'"1 (A) = A = TT('A) for each A in D* 7. 
Proof: (a) Let y be in Y; then y is in X and y is in T(y)= For 
any z and x, z is in T(x) if and only if x is in T 1 (z) so y is in 
T(y) if and only if y is in T 1 (y); i.e., T 1 is retracting. 
(b) Let A be in D* and B = T(A) be in E*. If x Is in A, x 
is in T(X)CZ T(A) = B; also, for y in B, y is in T"1 (y) CZ T"1 (B) = 
T~XT(A) = A from Theorem ( 5 . 2 ) (b), so A = B and D* = E*. If A 7 is in D*7 
then A 7 is a union of members of D* = E*, from Theorem (6»5)> and so A 7 
is in E^"7; a similar argument for B 7 in E^"7 shows that D*7 = E"^7. 
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(c) Let A be in D*; then, from the proof of part (b), t(a) = B = 
A^ a similar argument yields T_1(a) = A, and since T(A) = A, TT(A) = T(A). 
(6°13) Theorem: Every retracting function is quasi-compact., 
Proof: Let T:X-^ Y be retracting and. let S = t| Y; then S:Y -» Y is a re­
tracting surjection. Moreover, S(A) = A from Theorem (6012) so that S 
is quasi-compact. However, Y is a cross-section for T since T(y) = Y, 
so T is quasi-compact by Theorem (6.11). 
Theorem (6.l4) and Theorem (6.18) are generalizations of Theorems 
1, 2, 3,j and 5 of E. Duda [ 3] j Duda's theorems are stated as corollaries 
to (6.14) and (6.18)0 Recall that a mapping is a continuous single-valued, 
function; since there are no continuity conditions in (6°l4) and. (6.18) 
Duda's results hold for any single-valued functions satisfying the remain­
ing hypotheses. (6°lk) Theorem.: Let X be a Hausdorff space and T:X ~» Y a function so 
that T ,LT(x) is compact for each x in X. Then (a) implies (b); if 
X is a k-space, (b) implies (a); if 0(t) is finite (a) implies (c); if 
X is a k-spaee and 0(t) is finite, (b) implies (c)* 
(a) T is reflexive closed; 
(b) T is reflexive compact; 
(c) the natural decomposition of X is use. 
Proof: (a) - (b): Define S:X- X by S(x) = T _ 1T(x). Then x is in 
T"1T(y) if and only if T(x.)-T(y) is non-empty, which is true if and only 
If y is in T 1T(x); i.e., x is in S(y) if and only if y is in S(x)° 
Therefore S"1 (x.) = {y in X:x is in S(y)} = [y in X:y is in S(x)} = S(x). 
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Thus any property which holds under S also holds under S 1 . Since T 
is reflexive closed S is closed and hence use; S has compact point-
mages by hypothesis and therefore [8, Corollary Ag, p° 1^97] S preserves 
compactness and is thus compact. 
(b) -+ (a): The function S above now preserves compactness and 
thus so does S 1 ; S(x) is closed for all x in X and so from the theorem 
in [8, Corollary C5, p. 1^99] which states that if X and Y are Hausdorff 
spaces and Y is a k-space, any compact function with closed point values 
Is closed, S is closed and thus T is reflexive closed. 
(a) -» (c): This is a consequence of Corollary (5-ll)« 
(b) -» (c): This follows from (b) -> (a) and (a) -> (c)> 
(6.15) Corollary: Let X be a Hausdorff k-space and f a mapping of X 
onto Yo If f is reflexive compact then f generates an upper semi-
continuous decomposition-
(6.16) Corollary: Let f be a mapping with compact point inverses of 
a Hausdorff space X onto a space Y. If f generates an use decomposition 
then f is reflexive compact. 
(6.17) Corollary: Let f be a mapping with compact point Inverses of a 
Hausdorff k-space X into a space Y. The mapping f generates an use de­
composition if and only if f is reflexive compact. 
Note that if T in Theorem (6OIK) is ssv and X is a k-space, (a), 
(b), and (c) are equivalent. 
A function T:X~» Y is semi-closed if the image of every compact 
subset of X is closed in Y. Thus any continuous single-valued, function 
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onto a Hausdorff space is semi-closed with a semi-closed inverse. 
(6.18) Theorem; If X is a Hausdorff k-space and T;X -» Y is a quasi-
compact, reflexive compact surjection with finite order, and T 1 is semi-
closed, then T is compact. 
Proof: Since T is reflexive compact, the decomposition D* of X is 
use by 'Theorem (6°L4). From Theorem (6.7) (d) the single-valued sur­
jection S:Y -* D* defined by s(y) = h 1 Q(y) is continuous, since T is 
quasi-compact, and thus preserves compactness. 
For any point A in D*, P"1 (A) = (T~ 1T) n(x) for some n and any 
x In A and since T is reflexive compact P has compact point inverses. 
Since D* is use, P is closed and hence compact [8, Corollary A3, p. 1^97]° 
Thus t 1(K) is compact for any compact subset of Y since t 1(K) = P xs(K)o 
Since T~L is semi-closed, T"1 (K) is closed; also T"1 ( K ) C t _ i (K) 
since T(x)*K I S non-empty which implies that t(x)°K Is non-empty because 
T(x) d t(x). Therefore T 1 (K) is compact and T is a compact function• 
(6.19) Corollary: Let f:X ~* Y be an onto mapping, where X is a Hausdorff 
k-spaceo If f Is quasi-compact and reflexive compact, then f is com­
pact o 
Proof: The order of f is one, and hence finite, and. every continuous 
function on a Hausdorff range is such that f 1 is semi-closed. 
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CHAPTER .IV 
SEMICONTINUITY AND COMPACTNESS 
Every single-valued continuous function is use, lsc, preserves 
compactness and, with a Hausdorff range, is semi-closed with a semi-
closed inverseo In this chapter these concepts and some others which 
arise naturally will be studied, especially in relation to continuity 
and compactness-
G. T. Whyburn [8] has done some work in this direction for func­
tions and R° V. Fuller [ h] for single-valued functions- Whyburn uses 
what he calls directed families of sets; these are fllterbases- Fuller-
uses nets in his work and defines a concept called subcontinuity; the 
generalization and extension of his results is carried out using filter-
bases, and a concept called semi.continuity is defined which serves es­
sentially the same purposes as subcontinuity-
7- B-closed and Semi-closed Functions 
(7°l) .Definition: The graph of a function T:X~* Y is the subset 
gr(T) = {(x,y):y in T(x), X in X} of XxY-
(7-2) Definition: (Berge [ 1] ) A function T:X~* Y is B-closed if and 
only if for each x in X and y in Y - T(x) there are neighborhoods U 
of x. and V of y so that T{U)'V is empty -
(7-3) Definition: The function T:X -* Y is semi.continuous at the point 
x in X if and only if for every filterbase B* x every filterbase finer 
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than T(B*) has a cluster point in T. 
(7° 4) Definition: A subset A of X is conditionally compact if every 
filter on A has a cluster pointo 
(7-5) Remark: If X is a Hausdorff space, a set A i.s conditionally 
compact if and only if the closure of A Is compact<> Also, A Is a 
compact subset of X if and. only if every filter on A has a cluster point-
in A. It should also be noted that in (7.4) and the comments preceeding 
in (7»5)j the word filterbase can be substituted for the word filter. 
(7°6) Theorem: The following conditions on the function T:X ~* Y are 
equivalent: 
(a) T has a closed graph. 
(b) T is B-closed. 
(c) For each x in X and filterbase B* -» x, every cluster point 
of T(B*) is in T ( x ) . 
Proof: (a) -* (b): Let y be in Y - T (x ) ; i.e., (x,y) is not in griT). 
Let N = UxV be an open base neighborhood of (x,y) missing gr(T); then 
the projections p (N) = U and p (N) = V are open neighborhoods of x 
x y 
and y and T(u)°V is empty; that is, T is B-closed. 
(b) -* (c): Let y be a cluster point of T(B*), where B* is a 
filterbase converging to x; then every open neighborhood of y intersects 
each member of T(B*j nonvacuously. Since B* -» x, every open neighborhood 
of x contains some member of B*, and hence the image of any open neigh­
borhood of x. intersects every open, neighborhood, of y. Since T is 
B-closed, this can be true only if y is in T(x). 
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(c) -* (a): Let (x,y) be in XxY - g r ( T ) ; then y is in Y - T(x). 
Let be an open base for the neighborhood filter cf x (that is, 
TP-(x) is the set of all subsets of X which contain an element of F*j; then 
-» x and so any cluster point of T ( N * ) is in T ( x ) . Therefore there is 
some neighborhood, V of y which misses some element of T ( N * ) ; say T(u); 
i.e.; for each z in U, T(z)°V Is empty. Let N = UxV; then N is a neigh­
borhood of (x,y) which misses g r ( T ) and so g r ( T ) is closed-
(7-7) Theorem: Let T : X - * Y be a function- If T 1 (y) is closed, for each 
y in Y, (a) -» (b); if X a Hausdorff space, (b) -» (a). 
(a) T is semi-closed-
(b) For every filterbase F* -* x in X whose elements are compact 
sets, the set of cluster points of T ( F * ) is contained, in T ( x ) . 
Proof: (a) -» (b): Let F* ~> x. be a filterbase of compact sets and, let y 
be a cluster point of T ( F * ) ; then y is In C1(T(F)) (the closure of T ( F ) ) 
for each F in F*. Since each T ( F ) is closed in Y by (a), y is in 
T ( F ) and F ° T" 1(y) is non-empty for each F in F*. Let N be in N*(x); 
then there is an element F 7 In F* so that F 7 is a subset of H, since 
F* ~> X - Therefore F 7 » T 1 (y) is non-empty and so H - T 1 (y) is non-empty; 
i.e., x' is in c l ( T 1 (y))» Since T 1 (y) is closed by hypothesis,- x is 
in T 1 (y) which means that y is in T ( x ) . 
(b) -» (a): Suppose T is net semi-closed; then there is a com­
pact subset K of X so -that T'(K) is not closed in Y and, a filterbase 
F
* ~* YJ Y not in T(K), where F* is in T ( K). Then T"'x (F*) is a filter-
base in X by Lemma (1-6) and, since T 1 ( F ) ° K is non-empty for every F 
in' F*, there is a filterbase B* in K finer than T"1 (F*) , by Lemma (1 . 8 ) . 
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Since K is compact B* has a cluster point x in K and there is a filter 
base D* -* x finer than B*, where D* is in K. 
Now let D** be the filterbase whose elements are the closures of 
elements of D*. Since K is closed, because X is Hausdorff, and D* is 
in K, D** is in K; also D** - x. To see this, let N be in N*(x)* Since 
K is a compact Hausdorff space, K is regular and there is an M in N*(x) 
so that cl(M)*K is contained in N-K. Since D* -* x and D* is in K, there 
is a D in D* so that D is a subset of M. Therefore 
cl(D) Cl' cl(M)°K CZ N«K CZ N. 
By Lemma (l«7) there is a filterbase G* which is finer than T(D*) 
and F*. Since F* ~* y, G* -* y; also T(D*) is finer than T(D**) so, since 
G* -* y and since y is a cluster point of T(D*), y is a cluster point 
of T(D**)° N O W D** is made up of compact sets and y is a cluster 
point of T(D**), but y is not in T(x) since D** Is in K and so 
T(D**) is in T(K), while y is not in T(K)° That is, condition (b) 
does not hold* This proves the theorem. 
(7.8) Theorem: Let T:X - Y be a function; then (a) - (t>). If T has 
closed point inverses and X and Y are Hausdorff and either locally com­
pact or first countable, (b) -* (a). 
(a) T is B-closed. 
(b) T is semi-closed" 
Proof: (a) -» (b): Let K be a compact subset of X and y in Y - T(K). 
For each x in K, y is not in T(x) since T 1 (y)*K is empty; therefore 
there are open, neighborhoods U(x) of x and V(x) of y so that 
T(U(x) )• V(.x) Is empty since T is B-closed. The set {u(x):x, in K] is 
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an open cover of K and hence there is a finite subcover, say Ui,U2,..., 
U . The set V = V 1 ' V 2 . . . V N is open and, since T(u \ ) °V_^ is empty for all 
1 = 1,2,...,n, T(lL ) « V is empty. Equivalently, T " 1 ^ ) ' ! ^ is empty for 
i = 1,2,...,n and so T 1(v)"K is empty; equivalently V ° T ( K ) is empty. 
Thus Y - T(K) is open and T (K) is closed in Y. 
(b) -* (a): Let x be in X, y in Y - T(x.) and let U be a neigh­
borhood of x missing T 1 ( y ) . 
First countable case: Let (u^l and {v^} be countable bases for 
N*(x) and N*(y) so that IL is a subset of U for all i. If T is not 
B-closed at x, for each k there is an x^ . in 11^  and a y:^  in T ( x ^ ) * V ^ . 
Since A = x + Sx. is compact, T ( A) is closed; but {y } -* y so that y is 
K. K. 
In T ( A) since Sy^. is contained in T(A), and thus T 1 (y)°A is non-empty. 
However, A is a subset of U and. U°T 1 (y) is empty, leading to a con­
tradiction. Thus T is B-closed.» 
Locally compact case: Let W be a compact neighborhood, of x. 
contained in U; then T(W) is closed and misses y. Let V be a neigh­
borhood, of y missing T(w); then W and V satisfy the requirements 
for T to be B-clcsed. 
Berge [1] calls closed a function which has been defined as B-
closed. Here a function is closed if and only if it takes closed sets 
onto closed sets in its range. 
The following example exhibits a B-closed function which is not 
closed; Kuratowski [ 5> Remark, p. 175] has an example of a function which 
is closed but not B-closed. Corollary (7»12) states some conditions 
under which a closed function is B-closed. Theorem (8.1) implies that 
—•i 
if T is semicontinuous and B-closed T is closed* 
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(7-9) Example: Let X = [0,l),Y = [0,1] and. define T:X -» Y by T(x) = x. 
if x is not zero and T(0) = {0,l}. To see that T is B-closed. 
(a) for x = 0, y not 0 or 1, take a (0.5) y neighborhood of x 
and y; 
(b) for x not ^ero, x not y, take a (0.5)|x - y| neighborhood of 
x and. y. 
These neighborhoods satisfy the requirements for B-closedness. 
Since T([0.5,1)) = [0-5,1), T is not closed. 
Let T:X -» Y be a function; then Y Is T-regular if for x in X and 
y in Y - T(x) there are disjoint open neighborhoods cf y and T(x). Note 
that Y is T-regular if either Y is regular and T has closed point values, 
or Y is Hausdorff and T has compact point values. Thus, for any single-
valued function f :X -» Y, if Y is Hausdorff it is f-regular. 
(7»10) Theorem: Let T:X -» Y be use with Y T-regular; then T is B-closed. 
Proof: Let x. be in X, y in Y - T ( . X ) and V and N be disjoint open 
neighborhoods of y and T(x). Since T is use there is a U in N*(x) 
so that T(u) Cl" N, and. so T(u)°V is empty and T is B-closed. at x. 
(7-11) Corollary: (Whyburn [8, Theorem C, p. 14-98]) if T:X - Y is an 
use function and, Y is T-regular (in particular if Y is Hausdorff and T 
is compact valued) then T is semi-closed. 
Proof: Since T is B-closed, Theorem (7°8) insures that T is semi-
closed. 
(7.12) Corollary: If T:X -* Y is a closed surjection and X is T 1-regular, 
then T is B-closedo 
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Proof: If T Is closed, T 1 is use and the theorem, guarantees that T 1 
Is B-closedo Therefore, T 1 has a closed graph, from ( 7 ° 6 ) ; hut T is 
a surjection so that T has a closed graph and hence T is B-closed* 
( 7 - 1 3 ) Corollary: (Kuratowski [ 5 , Theorem 1 , p. 1 7 5 ] ) ' Suppose that Y 
is a regular space and T an use function. Then T has a closed graph. 
8° The Semicontinuities 
Any continuous single-valued function on a Hausdorff space Is 
semi-closed with a semi-closed inverse, as was pointed out earliero 
Fuller [k~\ has proved that a necessary and. sufficient condition for a 
single-valued function on a Hausdorff space to be continuous is that 
it have a closed graph and be subcontinuous. Here the question is: if 
T is a semi.-closed or B-closed function, what additional hypotheses are 
necessary to insure that T is use or lsc? 
It will be seen that the answer to this question lies In the study 
of the location of the cluster points of the images of convergent filter-
bases in X» In this respect it is more enlightening to study functions 
than single-valued functions because it can be seen exactly which part 
of continuity, use or lsc, requires which conditions. 
The following theorem was proved by Whyburn [8, Theorem A, p. 1 * 4 9 7 ] 
in a slightly different form. 
( 8 . 1 ) Theorem: If T is a semicontinuous, B-closed. function on X to Y, 
then T is use and compact valued. If Y is Hausdorff the converse is true. 
Proof: Suppose Y is Hausdorff and T is use and compact valued; then 
T is B-closed. by Theorem ( 7 * 1 0 ) since Y is then T-regular. 
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It will next be shown that T is semicontinuous. Let x be in X, 
B*-* x: a filterbase and N* a filterbase finer than T(B*). Since T is 
B-closed the only possible cluster points of T(B*-) lie in T(x), by Theorem 
(7°6), and, since N* is finer than T(B*), all the cluster points of N* a.re 
also cluster points of T(B*). Thus the only possible cluster points of 
N* are in T(x). 
Suppose there are none; then for each y in T(x) there is an open 
U(y) in N*(y) and N(y) in N* so that U(y)°N(y) is empty. Since T(x) is 
compact and {u(y):y in T(x)} is an open cover, there is a finite subcover 
of T(x), U(yx ), U(y2),o.., U(y ) 0 Then N' = IlN(yi) contains an element 
N in N* and for U = SU(y^), N°U is empty. Since T is use, there is an 
open set V so that x is in V and T(v)cZ U; thus T(v)°N is empty. 
By Lemma (1.?) there is a filterbase C* finer than T 1(N*) and B*. Since 
C* is finer than B*, C* -* x; since C* is finer than T 1(N*) there is some 
C in C* so that C CZ T"1 (N)° Since T(v)°N is empty, V ° T _ 1 ( N ) is empty 
and so V*C is empty; thus C* could not converge to x. This contradiction 
proves that T is semicontinuous. 
Now suppose that T is B-closed and semicontinuous; it will first 
be shown that T is compact valued. Let x be in X and A* be a filter-
in T(x). Then A* has a base B* finer than the filterbase {T(X.)}« Since 
the filterbase [x] -* x and T is semicontinuous, B* has a cluster point 
which is in T(x) since T(x) is closed, which follows from the B-closedness 
of T. Thus so does A * and T(x) is compact. 
To see that T is use, let B be a closed subset of Y and A = 
T _ 1(B). Suppose p is in cl(A) - A and M*(p) = [N°A:N is in N*(p)} 
where N*(p) is an open base for the neighborhood filter of p. Then 
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M*(p) -* p. Since T is semi continuous the set of cluster points of 
T(M*(p)) is non-empty and since T is B-closed the set cf cluster 
points of T(M*(p)) lies in T(p). 
Now let P* = {T(M)-B:M is in M*(p)}; P* is filterbase by Lemma 
(1.8) and P* is finer than T(M*(p)). Hence P* has a cluster point in 
T(p). But T(p) is in the complement of B in Y and (Y - B)-P is empty 
for each P in P* so, since B is closed, each r in T(p) has a 
neighborhood missing B and hence each element of P*. Thus P* could not 
have a cluster point in T(p), a contradiction. Thus cl(A) - A is empty 
and A is closed; that is, T is use. 
The hypothesis of compact point images cannot be excluded in the 
previous theorem as is shown by the next example. Here T is an use 
function which is not semicontinuous. 
(8.2) Example: Let X = [0,1] , Y = [0,1) and T:X - Y be defined by 
T(x) = [x,1) If x is not 1 and T(l) = [0,l). 
The function T is use at x. = 1 since Y is the only neighborhood 
of T(l) and so contains the image of any neighborhood of x = 1. However, 
if N * = { (x, l):0 < x < l), N * - » 1 but for each y in Y, every element 
of T ( N * J corresponding to N in N* for which x > y misses some neigh­
borhood of y and so no y in Y is a cluster point of T ( N * ) and T is 
not semicontinuous at x = 1. 
The following theorem was proved by Smithson [7]: 
(8.3) Theorem: (Smithson) A surjection T:X ~* Y is lsc If and only if 
for each x in X and filterbase A*- ~* x, each y of T(x) is a cluster point 
of T(A*). 
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This leads to: 
(8.4) Theorem: The surjection T:X-» Y is B-closed and lsc if and only 
if for each x in X and filterbase A* -* x the set of cluster points of 
T(A*) is exactly T(x). 
Proof: First suppose that T is B-closed and lsc; then, from Theorem 
(7*6), all the cluster points of T(A*) are contained in T(x). Since T 
is lsc, from Theorem (8.3), each point in T(x) is a cluster point cf 
T(A*). Thus the set of cluster points of T(A*) is exactly T(x). 
The converse also follows from (7-6) and (8.3)* 
(8.5) Theorem: Let f :X-» Y be a single-valued surjection and Y a 
Hausdorff space; then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) f is continuous. 
(b) For any filterbase A* -» x in X, the set of cluster points of 
f(A*) is exactly f(x). 
(c) For any filterbase A* -» x in X, f (x) is a cluster point of 
f(A*). 
(d) For any filterbase A* x in X, f(A*) converges. 
Proof: (a) -» (b): Since f is use and compact valued, it is B-closed by 
Theorem (8.1). From Theorem (8.4), since f is lsc, the set of cluster 
points of f(A*) is exactly f(x). 
(b) -* (c): This is obvious. 
(c) -» (a): Here (c) implies that f is lsc, from Theorem (8.3), 
and hence continuous. 
(a) -* (d): Since A* -* x, A* is finer than the neighborhood filter 
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of x, considering the neighborhood filter as a filterbase. Since the 
image of the neighborhood filter converges, so does f(A*). 
(d) -* (a): Since N*(x) is a filterbase converging to x, f(N*(x)) 
converges, say to p. Therefore every neighborhood of p contains a member 
of f(N*(x)) and. hence f(x), since x is in N for each N in N*(x); but 
Y is Hausdorff so unless p = f(x) there would be a neighborhood of p 
missing f(x), proving that p = f(x). Thus f is continuous-
Fuller [k] has an analogue to the (d) part of (8.5); it states 
that f is continuous if the image of every convergent net converges-
The following two examples show that semi continuity does not imply 
upper or lower semicontinuity, and that continuity does not imply semi-
continuity-
(8.6) Example: The function T x is not use and T 2 is not lsc but they 
are both semicontinuous. 
Let X be any topological space containing a subset, S, which is 
neither open nor closed, and Y any compact topological space containing 
an open proper subset U and a closed proper subset C- Define T x:X -* Y 
and T 2 :X -* Y as follows: 
T-L (x) = C, x in S and T]_ (x) = Y - C, x in X - S; 
T 2 (x) = U, x in S and T 2 (x) = Y - U, x in X - S-
Then T1~1 (C) = S and T 2 - 1 (u) = S so that T x is not use and T 2 is not lsc 
Since Y is compact, T x and T 2 are necessarily semicontinuous, from the 
definition. 
(8.7) Example:
 ;Let X be any topological space and Y any topological space 
which is not compact. Define T:X -* Y by T(x) = Y for all x in X- For any 
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subset, S, of Y, T 1(s) = X which is both open and. closed, so that T is 
continuous. For any filterbase A* in X, T(A*) = {Y}; since Y is not com­
pact there is a filterbase B* in Y with no cluster point and. B* is finer 
than [Y], S O T is not semicontinuous. 
9« Semicontinuity and Compactness 
The concept of semicontinuity, as was mentioned earlier, plays an 
important role in the discussion of compactness preserving functions» 
It is easy to see that any function into a compact space is semicontinuous. 
The next few theorems investigate how semicontinuous functions operate on 
compact sets. 
(9«l) Theorem: The function T:X-* Y is semicontinuous if and only If the 
inverse image of any filterbase in T(x) with no cluster point in Y has no 
cluster point. 
Proof: Suppose T is semicontinuous and A* is a filterbase in T(x) with 
no cluster point in Y. If T 1 (A*) has a cluster point, say p, there 
is a filterbase B* finer than T 1(A*) which converges to p; by Lemma 
(1-7) there is a filterbase C* which is finer than both A* and T(B*). 
Since C* is finer than T(B*) and B* -* x, C* has a cluster point in Y, 
by semicontinuity. Thus, since C* is finer than A*, A* has a cluster 
point in Y, which contradicts the original assumption. Therefore, T 1(A*) 
has no cluster point. 
Now suppose that T is not semicontinuous; then there is a filter-
base A* -* p in X and a filterbase B* in T(x) which is finer than T(A*) 
but has no cluster point in Y. By Lemma (l«7) there is a filterbase C* 
which is finer than both T _ 1(B*) and A*. Since C* is finer than A*, 
C* -» p, and. since C* is finer than T " 1 (B*), p is a cluster pcint of 
T _ 1 (B*). T O see this, let U be in N*(p); there is an element C in C* 
so that C is contained in U. If D is in T " 1 (B*j and D-C is empty, 
since C* is finer than T 1 (B*j there would be an element c' contained in 
D so that c' is in C*; that is O C ' would be empty. This is impossible 
since C* is a filterbase. Therefore B * is a filterbase in T(X) with no 
cluster point in Y but T 1 (B*j has a cluster point, the negation of the 
condition in the statement of the theorem. 
(9«2) Corollary: If the function T:X~» Y is semicontinuous the image 
of every compact set is conditionally compact. 
Proof: Let K be a compact subset of X and A* a filterbase in T ( K); then 
T _ 1 (A*)-K = [T - 1 (A)-K:A in A*} is a filterbase in K, by Lemma (1.8), and 
so T - 1 (A*)«K has a cluster point in K. Therefore T"1 (A*) has a cluster 
point since T"1 (A*)'K is finer than T _ 1(A*) and so A* must have a cluster 
point in Y, by the theorem; that is, T(K) is conditionally compact. 
(9*3) Corollary: A surjection T on a compact space X to a space Y is 
semicontinuous if and only if Y is compact. 
Proof: If Y is compact, T is semicontinuous. Conversely, since X is 
compact T(x) = Y is conditionally compact, from (9*2). Since every 
filterbase in T(x) has a cluster point in Y = T(x), Y is compacto 
(9«1+) Theorem: Let T:X -* Y be a function which takes every compact sub­
set of X onto a conditionally compact subset of Y. If X is locally com­
pact (every x in X has a compact neighborhood), T is semicontinuous. 
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Proof: Let F* be a filterbase in X converging to x and B* a filter-
base finer than T(F*). There is a filterbase A* in X which is finer 
than both F* and T 1 (B*), by Lemma (l.7)« Let K be a compact neighbor­
hood of x; then C* = [A*K:A in A*} is a filterbase finer than A* by 
Lemma ( 1 . 8 ) . Again, by Lemma (l.7) there is a filterbase D* in Y which 
is finer than both T(C*) and B*. Since C* is a filterbase in K, T(C*) 
is in T (K) and, since D* is finer than T(C*), every element of D* inter­
sects T(K). Hence there is a filterbase E* finer than D* so that E* is 
in T ( K), by Lemma ( 1 . 8 ) . 
Now T(K) is conditionally compact by hypothesis, so E* has a cluster 
point in Y. Since E* is finer than D* and D* is finer than B*, E* is finer 
than B* and B* has a cluster point in Y; i.e., T is semicontinuous. 
(9«5) Corollary: For a locally compact domain, a function is semicontin­
uous if and only if the image of every compact set is conditionally com­
pact. 
The following example shows that semicontinuity is not equivalent 
to taking compact sets onto conditionally compact sets. It also illus­
trates that a function which preserves compactness of sets is not neces­
sarily semicontinuous (see Theorem (9«l4)). 
(9*6) Example: This is an example of a function which preserves compact­
ness of sets, and hence takes every compact set onto a conditionally com­
pact set, but which is not semicontinuous. 
Let X = Y = any uncountable set, with the topology on X being that 
consisting of all complements of countable sets, and the discrete topology 
on Y. It will next be shown that the compact subsets of X are exactly 
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the finite subsets of X. 
Let A be any countably infinite subset of X; then for each a 
in A the set S(a) = a + (X - A) is open and contains a, so that the col­
lection [S(a):a in A} is an open cover of A which has no finite subcover; 
i.e., A is not compact. If B is any uncountable subset cf X, B con­
tains a countable subset, which is thus closed- If B were compact so 
would the countable subset be compact, which is impossible, so that B 
is not compact; i.e., the compact subsets of X are exactly the finite 
subsets of X. 
Now let I:X -* Y be the identity function. I preserves compactness 
since finite sets are compact in Y. 
To show that I is not semicontinuous, let p be in X and N*(p) -* p. 
Let B* = [N - [p}:N is in N*(p)} and further let , Bg be in B*. Then 
B L and Bg are both complements of countable sets so that Bj^Bg Is also the 
complement of a countable set. Also, p + B1•Bg is a neighborhood of p 
so that Bi'Bg is in B* and B* is a filterbase which is finer than N*(p). 
Now let y be in Y. If y = p, y is not a cluster point of B* 
in Y since the neighborhood {y} of y does not intersect any member of 
B* in Y; if y is not equal to p the set Y - {y} is a neighborhood of 
p a;nd so Y - [y,p] is in B* and the neighborhood {y} of y does not 
intersect Y - {y,p}* Thus y is not a cluster point of B* in Y and I 
is not semicontinuous anywhere on X. 
(9*7) Example: This is an example of a topological space which is 
locally compact but not a k-space (recall that any locally compact 
Hausdorff space is a k-space). It is included to show that even if 
Theorem (9»M could be proven with the hypothesis that the domain is 
he 
a 'k-space, (9*4) would not be included. 
Let X = [0, oo) and the topology T* defined by adding the point 
x = 0 to each open set of the usual topology and adding the empty set to 
this collection. The set X with the usual topology is locally compact; 
to see that (X,T*) is locally compact, use the same compact neighborhoods 
with the addition of the point x = 0. 
But (X,T*) is not a k-space. The set [o] is not closed since 
cl({0}) = X, but [0}°K, where K Is any closed compact set, is surely 
closed since it is empty. This is so since any closed set containing 
x = 0 is not compact since it must be the entire space. 
(9»8) Theorem: Let T:X -» Y be a function; if T Is semi-closed and If 
the image of every compact set is conditionally compact, T preserves 
compactness. If Y is Hausdorff the converse is also true. 
Proof: Let K be a compact subset of X and F* a filter in T(K); then F* 
has a cluster point, say q, in Y since T(K) is assumed to be condition­
ally compact. But T (K) is closed since T is semi-closed, and so q 
is in T(K) and T(K) is compact. 
Conversely, for K a compact subset of X, T(K) is closed since 
it- is a compact subset of a Hausdorff space, and conditionally compact 
since it is compact. 
(9«9) Corollary; If T is semi-closed and semicontinuous, T preserves 
compactness. 
Proof: If T is semicontinuous it takes compact sets onto conditionally 
compact sets by Corollary (9°2)° Wow apply (9*8)• 
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(9°10) Corollary: If T is B-closed and semicontinuous, T preserves 
compactness. 
Proof: If T is B-closed it is semi-closed, by Theorem (7°8). Now 
apply (9.9)-
(9°11) Corollary: If T is an use compact valued function on X to Y, 
Y Hausdorff, then T preserves compactness. 
Proof: Theorem (8.1) insures that T is B-closed and semicontinuous. 
Corollary (9«10) completes the proof. 
(9»12) Corollary: If T is a closed function with compact point in­
verses on X to Y, X Hausdorff, then T is compact. 
Proof: This is Corollary (9*11) applied to T 1 . 
(9°13) Remark: In every theorem involving functions there is another 
theorem involving its inverse, as'in Corollary (9-12) above. 
The following result is a generalization of a result of Fuller 
[*+]; he proved it for a single-valued function f:X~* Y using subcon­
tinuity; i.e., for every net {x^} -* p there is a subset (x^l °f (xj_^ 
and a point q in Y so that f (x^) -* q. 
(^.ik) Theorem: The function T : X -* Y preserves compactness if and only 
if T | K : K ~ * T (K) is semicontinuous for every compact subset K of X . 
Proof: Let K be a compact subset of X • Then T | K : K -* T ( K ) is a sur-
jection and thus T(K) is compact if and. only if T|K is semicontinuous, 
from. Corollary (9=3)' This proves the theorem. 
kQ 
(9-15) Corollary: (Whyburn [8, Corollary Cfe , p. 1^98]). Let T:X - Y 
preserve compactness and have closed point inverses. If X and Y are 
Hausdorff and X is a k-space, T is use 
Proof: Let C be a closed subset of Y and K a compact subset of X. 
Since X is a k-space it is sufficient to show that A = T 1 (C) • K is closed* 
Let S = t|K; then S:K~* S(K) is semicontinuous by the theorem 
and semi-closed from Theorem (9-8). Since K is a compact Hausdorff 
space it is thus consequently locally compact; by Theorem (7*8) S is 
B-closed and thus, by Theorem (8.1), use. Now B = C-T(k) is compact 
and thus closed so that S 1 (b) is closed in K and so closed in X; but 
S"1 (B) = A, so that T is use. 
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